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POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION
FOR A CLASS OF PHYSICAL RANDOM VARIABLES
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(Communicated by James Glimm)

Abstract. In white noise theory on Hilbert spaces, it is known that maps which

are uniformly continuous around the origin in the S-topology constitute an im-

portant class of "physical" random variables. We prove that random variables

having such a continuity property can be approximated in the gaussian measure

by polynomial random variables. The proof relies on representing functions

which are uniformly S-continuous around the origin as the composition of a

continuous map with a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.

1. Introduction

Weak distribution theory and its associate white noise theory have provided,

in recent years, an alternative approach to the usual ltd calculus for modeling

physical systems in a noisy environment [1, 2]. The main concepts of this

approach, which from the point of view of engineering application seems to be

more useful than the conventional one, can briefly be outlined as follows.

Any physical signal taking values in a separable Hilbert space A and ob-

served in a finite time interval [0, T] has bounded variation and finite energy.

Thus a natural space to model it is ^ = L2([0, T]; H). Gaussian noise has a

bandwidth much larger than the signal one. It follows that the white noise can

be well modelled as the identity map on %? endowed with the gaussian mea-
sure pg with identity covariance operator. The measure pq has the following

characteristic functional:

CPG(h)= I ei[h'co]dpG(co) = emf'2.

Then po is defined only on the algebra W of cylinder sets of ^ and cannot

be extended to the whole Borel cr-algebra £&& on %? [3].

Let a physical device be described by the measurable map F: %?' —» %" , %?

and %f' real separable Hilbert spaces. It is of primary importance to be able

to compute

pG(co : F(co) £B),        B£^,,
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where 38w is the Borel a -algebra on %f . This computation in general is not

possible because {co : F(co) £ B} in general does not belong to W. On the

other hand the family of sets

FF = {F~x(B),B£38sr}

is a sub-cr-algebra of 38& so that, for some measurable F, pG can be extended

to &F . In this case we can qualify F to be a /zo-random variable (R.V.) and

Pg°F~x is countably additive on (%" ,38&<).
Any measurable function of type F o P„ , P„ being a finite-dimensional pro-

jector, is obviously a pG-R.V. Such a class of R.V.s is rather poor for applica-

tions; an important larger class of pG-R.V. is the class of the so-called physical

random variables (P.R.V.) introduced by Balakrishnan [3].

Let 3s (%f) denote the set of all sequences of finite-dimensional projectors

on %? increasing strongly to the identity. We recall the following definition of

a physical random variable [3, 4].

Definition 1. Let (%? ,W,pG) be a cylinder-probability triple on the real sepa-

rable Hil'oert space %? endowed with the finite additive cylinder measure pG ■

Then the function F: (£?, W, pG) —► 38 , 38 a real separable Banach space,

is a physical random variable (P.R.V.) if

(i) {F o Pn} is Cauchy in //G-measure for every sequence {P„} £ 3°(%?),

and
(ii) the sequence {vn} of probability measures on 38 defined by vn = pG o

(F o P„)~x converges strongly to the same probability measure v on 38 for

every sequence {P„} £ 3°(Jf).

When 38 is a Hilbert space, condition (ii) is equivalent to saying that the

limit

C(h)= lim  / e,x~FoP"w'h]dpG(co)

is independent of the sequence {P„} chosen.

In the P.R.V. class we can always extend pG to events in ?FF by

pGoF~x(B)= lim pG(co £ %* : F ° Pnco £ B),        B £ 38® .
n—>oo

The class of all ^-valued P.R.V.'s is denoted by &'(&, f ,pG;38). We
need to introduce the following continuity concepts in order to characterize an

important subclass of 3"(%?, ¥>', pG; 38).

Definition 2. A map F': %? —> 38 is continuous in x e %? with respect to the

S-topology (Sazonov topology) if, for any e > 0, there exists an H.S. operator

L£(x):X-*X such that

(1) ||L£(x)(x-x')||<l

implies

(2) \\F(x)-F(x')\\<e.

F is uniformly S-continuous on U C %? when the H.S. operator in (1) does

not depend on x £ U.
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Definition 3. A map F: %f—> 38 is said to be uniformly S-continuous around

the origin (U.S.C.A.O.) if F is uniformly S-continuous on the sets

UH = {x £ X : ||Anx\\ < 1},

where {A„}f is a sequence of H.S. operators such that

oo

M„||h.s.->0   and    \J Un = ^.
n=\

Obviously a map which is uniformly S-continuous on %? is also uniformly

S-continuous around the origin. A necessary and sufficient condition for a func-

tion F to be U.S.C.A.O. is the existence of an H.S. operator L such that F is

uniformly S-continuous on the set Um = {x £ %? : ||Lx|| < m} for each integer

m > 0 (see [5, p. 109]). Moreover, the U.S.C.A.O. class is closed with respect

to left concatenation with continuous maps [6, 2].

The importance of definitions (2) and (3) is justified by the following theo-

rem, whose proof is essentially given in [6, 7] (see [8] for a simpler proof).

Theorem 1.1. Let F: (%*,ff, pG) -» 38 be a U.S.C.A.O. map. Then F is a
P.R. V.

When 38 is a Hilbert space, note that if F is an H.S. operator then F

obviously defines a linear P.R.V.

2. The approximation theorem

Let %? and 38 be a real separable Hilbert space and a real separable Banach

space respectively. Let us recall that an n -linear operator M on %* x ■ ■ ■ x %?

(n times) into 38 is a map which is linear in each of its arguments separately.

It is natural to define

Mnx" = M(x, ... , x)

as the ^-degree monomial operator (associated to the multilinear operator M)

on %? into 38 . Then the operator P:^ ^38 , defined as

P(x) = Mnx" + Mn_xx"-X +■■■ + Mxx + M0 ,

where Mq stands for a constant operator, is called an w-degree polynomial op-

erator. The following generalization of the classical Weierstrass theorem holds

[10, 11]:

Theorem 2.1. The family of continuous polynomials on 3? into 38, restricted

to a compact set K of%f, is dense in the set of continuous functions on %f into
38 restricted to K.

We will prove that the physical random variables belonging to the U.S.C.A.O.

class can be approximated by polynomials. In order to get this result we need

the following representation theorem (first appeared in [12]):

Theorem 2.2. The map F: %* —► 38 is uniformly S-continuous around the origin

if and only if there exists an H.S. operator A: W —► %? and a continuous map

g:%? ^38 such that F = goA.

Proof. In § 1 we saw that a map that is left concatenation of a continuous map

with an H.S. operator is in the U.S.C.A.O. class.  Only the necessity needs a
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proof. Without loss of generality, let us define the set

Um = {x e/: ||Ax|| < m},        w = l,2,...,

where A is a suitable H.S. operator such that F is uniformly S-continuous on

Um as established in [5]. Therefore, given any x, y in Um , it follows that

(3) \\F(x)-F(y)\\<\

if, for a suitable H.S. operator L„,m , we have

(4) ||L„,m(x-v)||2<l,

or equivalently if

\?) ln+m+\ Tj7 \\T~ yX-y)'   X~y    <  2n+m+\\\T \\2~~ ~ °n • m '
.*• H-^n.mllH.S. -I        ^ II-l«.'"IIh.S.

Let us introduce the linear operator R: %f —> ̂

R - V^ (L*n,mLn,m        1    „ \

where {^} is a complete sequence of finite-dimensional orthoprojectors such

that rank(^|») = n, converging strongly to the identity. The operator R is

positive definite, selfadjoint, and trace-class since, denoting by {e,} a complete

orthonormal system for {n^,}, we have

oo oo  r j       .        j j      v

S[^' e']" ir IS ̂  rac*-*-+ =*)"'".
1       °° /        1 1 \

= £ 2^TT £ ( |jT-p-tL«.^ . Ln.mei] + -[*£*,■, e,]]
n,m i=l   ^"    ">mllH.S. '

= 1.

Inequality (3), in view of (5), is also implied by

(6) [R(x-y), x-y] < <5„,m,

since, as can readily be recognized, it is

r     i       I*     T 1
1        ±-'n,m1-'n,m , , ~ tr., , ,

2„+m+1iIL   1,2 (*-y)> x~y <[R(x-y)> x~y].

Now consider the factorization

(7) A*A = iv + A*A

where A is an H.S. full-rank operator, as can easily be verified by noting that

at least {||^^x||} is a separable sequence of seminorms.

The inverse operator A-1 is well defined, and its domain 3l(A~x) is dense

in ff because of the full-rank property of A. Moreover, let us introduce the

sequence of sets

Z7m = {x : ||Ax|| < m}.

By taking into account (7) and the positive definiteness of jR , we have

UmcUm.
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Let us consider the map g: 3S(A~X) —► 38 defined as g(x) = FoA~xx . The

map g is uniformly continuous on the sets Gm defined as

Gm = {x£2!(A-x),   \\x\\<m}.

Note first that if x £ Gm then x = AA~'x and ||A(A_1x)|| < m so that

A_1x £ Um c Um. Recalling that (6) implies (3) in Um , for any x, y £ Gm,

it is

\\g(x)-g(y)\\ = \\FoA-xx-F°A-xy\\<\/n

if

(8) [R(A-Xx-A-Xy), A~xx - A~xy] < 8n,m .

From (7) it is A*A > R, so that (8) is implied by

||A(A-'x-A-1y)||2 = ||x-3.||2< J„,m,

which proves the uniform continuity of g on Gm . Finally, denoting by g: %?

-» 38 the unique continuous extension of g on the whole Hilbert space %?, it

results that F = g o A, which proves the theorem.   □

Remark. Note that the function g is uniformly continuous on any closed

sphere. There is no contradiction with the sufficient part of the theorem in

that any H.S. operator L can be decomposed in the product of a compact oper-

ator C with an H.S. operator A [7, Lemma 3.6.1]. Thus, if / is a continuous

map, f oL = foCoA, and the map g = foC is clearly uniformly continuous

on the closed spheres.

Now we can state the following approximation theorem.

Theorem 2.3. Let F: (JF ,ff, pG) -> 38 be a P.R.V. belonging to the U.S.C.A.O.
class. Then, for each e > 0, there exists a polynomial P.R. V. PE such that

pG(x £ & : \\Pt(x) - F(x)\\ >e)<s.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2 there exists an H.S. operator A and a continuous func-

tion g such that F = goA. Given e > 0, by a well-known Prohorov theorem

[9] there exists a compact set Ce in %? such that

pG°A-x(C£) > 1 -e,

since pG o A~' is obviously countably additive. Moreover, by the Weierstrass

Theorem 2.1, there exists an «£-degree polynomial operator p("s) such that on

the compact set C£

sup\\p^(x)-g(x)\\<e/2.
xecc

The map p1-"^ o A, being the composition of a continuous map with an H.S.

operator, is a P.R.V. by Theorems 1.1 and 2.2, and obviously it is a polynomial

too. We have

pG(co : Wp^tAco) -go Aco\\ > e)

= pG({co : \\pM(Aco) - g o Aeon > e, Aco £ CE}

U {co : \\pM(Aco) -go Aco\\ > e, Aco $ Ce})

< pG(co : Aco <£ CE) < s,

so that the P.R.V. Pc = p1-"^ o A approximates F in the /zc-measure.   □
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3. Concluding remarks

Theorem 2.2 allows us to recognize that the property of being a physical

random variable owned by nonlinear transformations uniformly S-continuous

around the origin depends essentially on the Hilbert-Schmidt character of a

linear transformation. The decomposition stated by this theorem allows, more-

over, a simple characterization of an important class of P.R.V.s as polynomial

maps. These results can be a useful tool in modeling stochastic systems and in

filtering applications [13]. We recall here that the P.R.V. class considered in

Theorem 2.3 contains the Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to the gaus-

sian measure of the measure generated by the output of a stochastic system

[12].
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